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tracks would be welcome additions and if the book
is addressed to a world-wide medical audience it
must also include chest diseases peculiar to tropical
countries. How does Perry and Holmes Sellors' book
measure up to these demands? The chapters on
Anatomy, Physiology and Radiology are good
Asthma and the commoner acute inflammatory
diseases of the trachea, bronchi, lungs and pleura
are adequately covered. There is no separate men-
tion of laryngeal affections presumably because the
larynx is considered to lie outside 'the chest'. A
long chapter on fungous diseases is excellent. Pul-
monary tuberculosis is dealt with very fully in all
its aspects. Pulmonary sarcoidosis is covered in five
pages, slightly flawed by the erroneous statement
that in the Kveim test, the antigen is injected sub-
cutaneously. Intradermal injection is much more
likely to yield satisfactory results. Ten essays on
lesions of the pleura are particularly well done.
The chapters on tumours of the lungs and bronchi
are very full and well illustrated. Tropical lung
diseases are represented by leprosy (tracheal lesions
only, are described, whereas in fact laryngeal affec-
tion is much commoner and more serious), pul-
monary eosinophilia, paragonimiasis, roundworm
infestation, amcebiasis, hydatid diseases and schisto-
somiasis.
Though whooping cough is dealt with adequately,

measles is dismissed in a few lines without guidance
on the treatment of pulmonary complications.
On the whole, this well-produced book is a valu-

able acquisition to the general physician and to the
chest specialist who will particularly enjoy such
uncommon little extras as the essays on "Sputum",
"Respiratory difficulty in the newborn", "Irradiation
pneumonia", and "Anaesthesia in chest disease".

Diagnosis and Treatment of Blood Diseases
M. C. G. ISRAELS, M.D., M.SC., F.R.C.P. Pp. 200
with 11 colour plates. London: William
Heinemann, 1963, 35s.

The author states in his introduction that his aim
in writing this book is to provide the busy practising
physician with modern guidance on diagnosis and
treatment without involving the reader in search
through much, interesting but impractical, detail as
may be found in the larger textbooks of haema-
tology. He has drawn on his large clinical
experience to distil this information neatly into
200 pages of relatively easy reading.
The author constantly demonstrates his appreciation

of day to day clinical problems and gives good
clear accounts of the various diseases. The sections
on bleeding diseases, reticuloses and diseases of
the white cells are specially helpful, but the
chapters on the anemias are perhaps a little
pedestrian. There is an interesting section on
laboratory investigations with their normal and
abnormal ranges, but it is doubtful whether many
physicians will gain anything from the short, rather
sketchy chapter on clinical examination. The last
chapter deals with laboratory techniques but in a
book of this sort it is uncertain whether anything
is gained by inclusion of these details which can be of
use to only a small minority of readers. On the other
hand the inclusion, after the index, of eleven excellent
colour plates illustrating bone marrow disorders is
of considerable help and interest. References are
few but well selected. There are one or two
statements which may not be widely acceptable, such
as the suggestion that iron deficiency is common

in haemolytic anemia and the normal range of serum
bilirubin is given as 1 to 3 mgms/lOOmls. The book
as a whole, however, serves its purpose well; it
provides a compact up-to-date account of diagnostic
methods and treatment and can be recommended
for the non-specialist.

Advances in Biology of Skin Vol. IV
The Sebaceous Glands

Edited by WILLIAM MONTAGNA, RICHARD A.
ELLIS and ALENE F. SILVER. Pp. 260. Oxford,
London, New York & Paris: Pergamon Press.
1963. 80s.

The Brown Symposia are now fixed stars. Theyfunction as a sort of instalment plan encyclopediaof the skin, ancillary to Rothman's classic, which,
alas, has not been kept up to date. Reviewed in
this light their main weakness is the uneasy dispro-portion between the space taken by the various
contributors' own work and the space given bythem to other, often earlier works. This defect will
be highlighted by the staying power of some of
the papers. The Symposia are, of course, not
intended to be reviews, but they are patently not
accounts only of recent work. In the latest volume
for example the mean age of the references at the
time of printing was 16 years. My other generalcriticism is the price: 80s. is too much for 260
pages of text. I am sure most of us would be
pleased to dispense with the gold embossing, glossypaper and half the price.
The latest volume in the series is on "The

Sebaceous Glands". The form, now set by honour-
able precedent, consists of a skirmish in the foot-
hills of function and gross and chemical structure,with an occasional glimpse of the pathologicalranges in the distance. But, let us say now (I am
putting my conclusions here for weary compulsiveswho read straight from the beginning to end), that
this book, and indeed the rest of the series, are
essential to the student of the skin, for nowhere
else will he find the subject covered so thoroughly.The first six chapters are anatomical and cover
development and comparative anatomy with detail-
ed accounts of the human sebaceous gland includingultra-structure. There is an interesting chapterby A. E. W. Miles on sebaceous glands in human
mucosa, and then a chapter on ectopic glands in
which fact, after a brave attack, succumbs to a
mysterious hypothesis. This is followed by a delight-ful paper by Kligman who makes a glandful of
functions disappear before your very eyes. There
are four chapters covering aspects of the metabolism
of sebaceous glands and the chemistry of sebum.
This includes an extremely full account of
analytical methods by V. R. Wheatley. Function-
ists (pure and disturbed) will find the last three
chapters (by Lorinez, Ebling, Strauss and Pochi)particularly useful, since they are a comprehensivereview of what is reliably known of the effects of
hormones on the sebaceous glands.

The London-A Study in the Voluntary HospitalSystem
Edited by A. E. Clark-Kennedy. Vol. 2. 1840-
1948. Pp. 310, illustrated. London: Pitman
Medical. 1964. 50s.

As in the first volume of his history, Dr. Clark-
Kennedy has managed to review not just a century'sprogress in one large hospital in the East End of
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London but also the social changes in the whole
country and their impact on the medical and
nursing professions generally.
The London Hospital has certainly not lacked

powerful and picturesque personalities on its staff
but the two people about whom the reader learns
most in this book were not medically qualified-
Miss Luckes the matron whose reforms were so
much needed but who met so much opposition and
Sydney Holland, perhaps the most active and well-
known hospital chairman of all time. His efforts to
raise large sums of money for the hospital were
extraordinary. Our financial problems loom large
enough in state-aided hospitals nowadays but how
much greater were the difficulties for those who ran
hospitals on an entirely voluntary basis. It is difficult
for younger doctors to understand how their elders
can ever have contemplated withstanding a system
which would introduce subsidies and banish public
begging.
Only "Londoners" will fully appreciate the last

chapters with their descriptions of many events of
only local interest and of characters little known
outside Whitechapel. It may seem curious to laymenthat a hospital, an institution which often spells
tragedy to so many people, can, like a college or
a school, arouse feelings of loyalty and devotion to
the doctors who have worked there. Dr. Clark-
Kennedy has no doubts about the value of a pridein history and of a great tradition; he has certainly
given "Londoners" plenty of material for a justifi-able pride in their hospital.
The Genetics of Bacteria and their Viruses-Studies
in Basic Genetics and Molecular Biology

Edited by William Hayes. Pp. 740 + xxv.
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications. 1964.
84s.

The study of microbial genetics and molecular
biology is interesting, but difficult to master. This
substantial volume of 740 pages fills the need for a
comprehensive account of genetics of bacteria and
their viruses. It is an advanced book and covers
the major developments in the field which have been
made during the past few years and their interpreta-tion at the molecular level. It will be of great helpto biochemists, bacteriologists and virologists as well
as to physicists, who are engaged in post-graduatestudies and research in this field, as well as beinga valuable reference book.
The introductory chapter deals with the preliminaryand basic facts of genetics, such as anatomy of

inheritance Mendel's Laws of Inheritance and the
elements of genetic analysis, which could be read
with interest and profit by medical students and
young doctors. The author then takes the reader
through the integration of genetics and biochemistry,and bacterial mutation, and discusses in greaterdetail the physiochemical mechanisms of heredity,the chemistry of D.N.A. and D.N.A. as a genetic

material. Finally, there is a section on the physiologyand genetics of bacteria and bacteriophage. Each
chapter begins with a concise but general historical
introduction and clear definitions of the nomencla-
ture used. The chapters dealing with mutation,chromosome morphology in bacteria and bacterio-
phage, and their methods of study, the nature of
chromatin bodies, and the study of D.N.A. uptakeare particularly informative.
As an experienced teacher in the subject, the

author tries to make the difficult facts clear byinteresting diagrams and illustrations. A tremendous
amount of information has been assembled, generallyclear and of a high overall standard. The book is
excellently produced, easy to handle and prints are
clear. There are twenty-six valuable photographicplates. More than eight hundred references at the
end of the book cover most publications in this field
in recent years.
Data Acquisition and Processing in Biology and
Medicine Volume 2 (Proceedings of the Rochester
Conference)

Edited by K. Enslein. Pp. 367. Oxford, London
and New York and Paris: Pergamon Press. 1964.
80s.

It seems certain that the present decade will see
the electronic computer play an increasingly import-ant role in medicine, spreading from the provinceof the research worker and statistician to that of the
general clinician. Just how far development had
advanced by 1962 is unfolded in the pages of this
fascinating volume, a collection of papers delivered
at a conference held in Rochester, N.Y. to discuss
automatic data-handling methods in biology and
medicine. Anyone who doubts that we are movinginto an age of computer medicine would be well
advised to ignore the rather forbidding title and
browse among the twenty-six articles which the
book comprises. Those of most general interest are
to be found in the large section on diagnosticprocedures and treatment, which demonstrates how
a computer can act as expert "consultant" to the
doctor with a diagnostic problem-for example, in
the assessment of thyroid function from clinical and
laboratory data, in the interpretation of pediatricelectrocardiograms, or in the psychiatric analysis of
speech disturbances.

Elsewhere, it is shown how computer techniquescan simply such twentieth-century complexities as
the rapid retrieval of information from the medical
literature (or from hospital records) and the monitor-
ing of critically-ill hospital patients, while a number
of other papers deals with more specialised applica-tions in the fields of neurophysiology, microbiologyand biochemistry. Much of the book is too technical
for the general reader, but its value will be
correspondingly enhanced for those wishing actuallyto avail themselves of this new and exciting toolof medical science.
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